 Abstract-Mobility model plays a crucial role in performance evaluation of mobile wireless networks. However, the majority of existing mobility models either does not exhibit realistic movement characteristics or modeling methods are too complex. In this paper, inspired from the trend that users usually move between several popular areas in daily movement, a new mobility model based on Geographic Community (GCMM) is proposed. We concern with the topology construct of geographic environment and the destination selection scheme for user moving in GCMM. Simulation result shown that GCMM better depict the mobility patterns of human.
model, a person's social activities are represented by agenda, which cause the motion of a person. Rhee el al. [4] constructed a simple Levy walk mobility model (LWMM) that mimics human walk patterns through statistic GPS traces of 44 volunteers. The model exploits the statistical features of human walk that observed in mobility studies, including flight length, inter-contact times, etc. Heterogeneous Human Walk (HHW) model, which, from the society networks theory point of view, analyze the real traces and construct human mobility patterns in literature [8] .
Undoubtedly, these models mentioned above are more reality than Random Walk Mobility model (RWMM), however, by in-depth analyzing, it can be found that AMM are close to real life scenarios, however the modeling methods are too complex and there exist a large application limitation. SLAW and LWMM comprehensive exhibit human motion patterns, it only focuses on individual motion patterns, and neglect the group characteristics of human clustering. HHW, similar to AMM, construct people motion patterns using changing different society roles. It also cannot exhibit the clustering features of human movement.
In fact, human has a significant clustering trend in real life, that is, the more population stay in a place, the stronger desire that one person wants to go to there. Meanwhile, human always stayed in several frequently visited places. In this paper, we focus on humans clustering features by analyzing GPS trace data, study the clustering region and the node's density distribution characteristic in an observation area, propose Geographic Community-based Mobility Model (GCMM). According to non-uniform distribution of node's density, we imitate the nodes' mobility patterns, and realize node's trajectory automatic generation.
In next section, several definitions were depicted in detail. By analyzing GPS trace data and extracting human movement characteristic, modeling method were proposed in the third section. In the fourth section, a simulation analysis for GCMM is presented. Finally, we discuss and conclude this paper in the fifth section.
II. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Definition 1 (visited position)
Let T be a human trace dataset, p is a visited position when p∈T.
The human trace dataset usually are denoted by a series of concrete points, the basic format of the data is [i,j] , and  is a threshold of distance between two visited position. For example, human walk average velocity is 5 kilometers per hours (equivalent to 1.4m/s), it can be used to calculated the threshold .
C. Definition 3 ( hot region)
Generally refer to a sub-area that be visited frequently by human in an observation area. In fact, a hot region is a collection that composed by a number of pause positions.
Geographic communities are ubiquitous scenes of society, such as restaurant, office, school, and so forth. In other words, geographic communities are a region where human will cluster together, namely, hot region. So, human movement terrain can be represented by several hot region and path (i.e. connect two hot region), that is, a person move among hot regions on predefined path.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELING METHOD DEPICTION
Generally, the movement process of human in real life can be depicted as fellows: as far as any given area is concerned, there exist several sub-areas (hot regions) that attract nodes move to it and stay a period of time in the region. When a node want to move to a place, it always been attracted by the sub-area and different sub-area has the different attractive degree. For instance, in an amusement park, a person always select the highest attractive degree of areas and move toward there, when the person arrived the place, he/she will stay a period of time, with the decrease of attractiveness of this place, the person will choose another highest attractiveness place, and move to there. The process is repeated in circle.
According to above mentioned idea, GCMM design process consists of three steps:
1) Data Analysis: Given the method for analyzing GPS trace data; 2) Extract Human Clustering Characteristics: Obtain the number and attractive degree distribution regularity of hot regions;
3) Destination selection scheme: Implement dynamic destination selection.
A. Data Analysis
We use GPS trace from the CRAWDAD [9] , which were collected from the real world, it include five different scenarios which were chosen for collecting human mobility traces using GPS receivers. Each record represents a visited position of a person.
Due to the GPS traces are recorded at every 30 seconds, we haven't the consecutively GPS data of volunteer's motion. So, according to empirical analysis, we consider that mobility node has a pause state if the distance between two consecutive positions is less than 40 meters (the human walk average velocity is 5 kilometers per hours), and the pause time period is 30 seconds, otherwise, the node is keeping walk and the pause time period is 0 second. After the preprocessing to the original trace, we can get the discrete pause state sets of volunteers. Subsequently, calculate the total pause time period using plus the pause time period of consecutively pause states and obtain volunteer's pause position set, that can describe the volunteer's "move-stay" movement patterns.
In our study, we aim to obtain the hot regions set, so we ignore the shape of the clusters and assume that all hot regions are circular area. Actually, with the increase of observation radius, irregular shapes can be contained in a hot region, namely, the shape of hot region cannot influence selecting the core position. Thus, we can obtain the different hot region sets by means of different radius. Extract hot region is a iterative process. Algorithm 1 depicts our methodology as follow: 
B. Extract Human Clustering Characteristics
Based on the above algorithm, the number of hot regions and pause position within each hot region can be counted. The number of hot regions change with the increase of observation radius from 100m to 800m is given in Table I . As shown in Table I , with the increase of observation radius, there is a stable trend of the number of hot regions. This means that, towards the confined area, there only exist scant regions, in which, human can present a clustering movement
patterns.
Subsequently, we analyze the density of point of regions. Actually, it is hard to appreciate describe the attraction degree distribution of a location. Empirical observations indicate that the more attraction of a location, the higher frequency of a person visits the location and the longer pause time periods in the location. Hence, we denoted the density of pause point in a region as the attractive degree. Formal describe is as follows
where S i is the number of pause position in hot region H i , M is the total pause position in observation area, AD(i) represent the attractive degree of hot region H i , which is a scalar and its value range is (0, 1). For simplicity, take Orlando scenarios for example, by analyzing the distribution of density of hot regions, we find that the density of hot regions satisfy closely an exponential decline by means of fitting methods, as shown in Fig. 2 . The feature basically accordance with the real situation, that is, there are only few region that be visited frequently by people, and the rest region usually seldom be visited.
C. Destination selection scheme
This sub section discusses the destination selection scheme, and takes the attenuation mechanism of attraction into account. Let us recall the process of human movement in real life, as above mentioned, hot region is a landmark that attract the people move to there and stay. When a person has arrived a hot region, following the attraction of hot region reduce gradually, the person will choose a new hot region with higher attraction, and move toward it.
In order to mimic such dynamic situation, we consider the influence of distance between a hot region and the current position of a node, and use decision factor  as the selection condition
(2) represent the decision factor of node j to hot region H i , where AD(i) is the attractive degree of hot region H i , p c is the current position of a person, p i is a position within region H i , the dist(p c , p i ) represent a sum of segments of a path from p c to p i . We define
when the node just stays in the hot region H k . Then, we can obtain the maximum decision factor of node j
In general, the destination selection process can be described as follow: When a mobility node select a destination, the attractor for all hot regions is calculated by formula (2) and (3), and then the node select the greatest one, and move toward the hot region. Similar to RWMM, the node will pause a random time period in the hos region, and then the node calculates the decision factor again. To avoid a loop between two hot regions, we consider the attraction attenuation mechanism: the attractive degree of a hot region will reduce to half of previous value after the node has visited the hot region. The whole process construct a circle, and such circle process will be repeated periodically.
IV. MODEL ANALYSIS
In this section, we show the simulation of GCMM, and verify whether the GCMM is consistent with the statistical characteristic that we observed from the GPS trace of human.
To produce the synthetically trace, we initial the simulation area using 1000×1000m 2 , the number of nodes is 200, hot region's number is 13, In order to mimic the law distribution characteristic of walker flight length, we construct the topology of terrain using hierarchical approach in our model [5] . are the nodes distribution of simulation start and end, respectively. Actually, the nodes mobility is a dynamic process, during the simulation, the nodes follow the location attraction change regular, exhibit a clustering characteristic by means of destination selection method. As Fig. 1 (b) shown, the nodes exhibit a better clustering characteristic. Furthermore, in order to verify the mobility model whether abide by the statistical characteristic that we have observed from human movement patterns. We run the simulation 5 times, and then calculate the mean density of pause position for each hot region. Finally, we analyze the statistical characteristic of synthetically trace.
As the Fig. 2 shown, simulation result better exhibit the statistical characteristics of real GPS trace data, and the pause position density of hot regions meets the exponential decline. Due to the nodes are random distribution when the simulation initialization, and move toward the nearest hot region at first. So, there exists some error about density of hot regions. In general, the simulation result is better consistent with the real scenario.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As an essential component of simulation for mobile wireless network, mobility model always received extensive attentions during the last decade. In particular, the research about human movement patterns causes a great attention in recent years. In this paper, motivated by modeling a realistic mobility model, we analyzed the GPS dataset captured from real scenarios and presented a hot region extraction algorithm. Subsequently, based on statistical characteristics of human movement, we proposed a geographic community mobility model, a.k.a. GCMM. By extracting the hot region set that the human frequently visited position in an observation area, we modeled human's movement pattern, meanwhile, in order to mimic human's dynamic decision-making process, we present a destination selection scheme and attraction attenuation mechanism. The simulation results shown that the GCMM better exhibit the human movement pattern in real life.
For the future work, we plan to study the packets forward protocols and performance evaluation for mobile wireless network under realistic mobility model scenarios. Due to influence of different mobility models during simulation, we will take differences between different mobility models into account.
